
All journeys eventually end in the same place, home. 

.
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A man travels the world over in search of what 
he needs and returns home to find it.

Now Your Wrought Fencing, Railing & Gates Can Be 
Handsome, Historic & Built to Last Wrought iron fencing and gates have come to portray the essence of 

strength, protection and elegance on beautiful homes and properties for 

centuries. Our minds have romanced those gorgeous designs and the 

images of the landscape behind them into an art form. The trouble is,  

the cost associated with hand-making all those fence and gate pieces, 

along with the relentless maintenance of a true hand-wrought iron fence 

has made ownership a challenge. Until now. 
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With friends, one is well, but at home, one is better.
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Designs can be modern or historic
Ultra Estate Collection  Fencing, Railing & Gates uses a series of Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machines designed by European blacksmiths to twist and  

turn the metal into intricate patterns and shapes. The superior quality of our material and number of design options far exceed the look and performance of the  

lightweight aluminum products typically found. The treatment of the metal components can replicate all the nuances and fine scroll work found in the iron fencing that was  

hand-hammered long ago. You may choose from an existing design, change an existing design to suit your tastes or collaborate with us on a custom, one-of-a-kind creation. 



Design options to fit your style 
There are almost no limits to the design and configuration of your gates, railing or fence. Below are just a few examples amongst the thousands of options available. 

Please see our website and www.ultraestatecollection.com for complete gate, railing and fence decorative designs.

Home gives you something no other place can...your history.
Metals and coatings chosen for their endurance
When creating products for the Estate Collection , we start with  

high-strength alloys, known for their endurance, and powder coat them  

with a super-durable layer that is designed to stand up to conditions that 

cause ordinary steel and iron to rust and corrode.

Efficiently designed for a gate, porch railing  
or to fence an entire estate
Because our fencing and gate components are forged by CNC machines,  

your chosen design elements can be easily replicated and incorporated into 

a complete fencing system for your property. Even porch/deck railing, Juliet 

balconies, etc… can be designed to give you a cohesive look throughout your 

property. Our gates can also accommodate all types of automation. 

Home is the nicest word there is.
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Anything a blacksmith can do…
Twists, scrolls, embossing and hammered textures can all be specified. With Ultra’s Estate Collection  Gates, Railing & Fence, we have the ability to duplicate hand-wrought  

finials and ornate baskets built into the pickets. We can even “weave” the metal for a truly unique look. The possibilities are endless.

Post Caps, Finials & Collars

Decorative Castings

Embossing

Bending & Forging

Twisting
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Proudly made in America
Ultra Aluminum Mfg., Inc produces the Estate Collection and a full line of fencing, railing and gates 

for residential and commercial applications in Howell, Michigan using domestically-sourced materials. 

Please see our website at: www.ultraestatecollection.com for more fence, railing & gate designs ideas.

Manufactured By Ultra Aluminum Mfg., Inc.


